A common method to improve process stability in machining operations with geometrically defined cutting edges is the variation of dead time behavior of tooth engagement, which is the most responsible influence on regenerative force amplification. In this paper a simulation model in time domain is presented, considering the effect of active and passive spindle speed variation (SSV) with regard to the calculation of process stability. The simulation approaches have been validated by experimental cutting tests on a longitudinal turning process in C45N. Beside the improvement of simulation technique, this paper points out the potential of process stabilization by high rates of SSV, even though variation frequencies and amplitudes nowadays are still limited by the drive power of machine tool systems. Additionally, a theoretical approach is presented describing the influence of process and SSV parameterization on the chip thickness modulation as well as the achievable improvement of process stability.
Introduction
A common method to improve process stability in machining operations with geometrically defined cutting edges is the variation of dead time behavior of tooth engagement, which is the most responsible influence on regenerative force amplification. The amplification cannot be completely suppressed by increasing the variation of the dead time, but can be shifted to higher limits of cutting depth [10] . Besides using a not uniformed pitch of cutting tools, a dead time variation can also be induced by a passive or active variation of the tool, the work piece rotation speed respectively [7] . This approach does not only provide the opportunity to improve the process stability for one-edged machining processes, e.g. turning operations, but also to adjust the dead time variation optimally to the constraints of the cutting process and the dynamic machine behavior. Due to the lack of analytical strategies for the parameterization of the rotation speed variation, this method is not significantly used in industrial production processes so far.
Starting with the works of Grab and Stoefle [11, 6] , different simulation approaches on process stabilization by Spindle Speed Variation (SSV) for different types of cutting processes for instance turning, milling and grinding, have been developed. Analytical models considering SSV in Process Machine Interaction (PMI) have been implemented for milling processes by Sastry [9] and Zatarain [12] , who evaluated their models in frequency domain and compared the results to the nowadays more common simulation method of semidiscretization. While simulations in frequency domain restrict the consideration of time variant process conditions, for example. the geometry of tooth engagement, semidiscretization based simulation approaches combine both the advantage of mean calculation time in frequency domain and detailed model description in time domain. In the last years, there were a lot of research proceedings in simulation methods of semidiscretization, for example Seguy [10] , Insberger [7] , and Altintas [3] . Since an analytical model description of PMI is easier to handle, many extensive simulation approaches were still evaluated in time domain as presented in [1, 5, 8] . Furthermore, methods of semidiscretization can proof their calculation time efficiency compared to time domain simulations mainly for cutting processes with high rotation speeds of the main spindle system.
While the papers referenced above expose different proceedings on the simulation technique of process stability considering effects of SSV, there are only a few published research works deriving analytical approaches for the parameterization of SSV as well as presenting its potential on the improvement of process stability. In this context Al-Regib et. al. present an analytical approach [2] for parameterization of SSV on the basis of the energy balance in turning processes. In [8] Otto et. al. described the potential of process stabilization by SSV with reference to the kinematics of chip thickness modulation for high and low frequency spindle speed variation.
In the following paragraph, a simulation model of PMI in time domain is presented considering the impact of passive and active SSV on the process stability in turning C45N. The accuracy of the simulation model will be validated by experimental cutting tests for SSV with minor variation frequencies and amplitudes, as they are limited by the drive power of the main spindle system of the machine tool. The potential on process stabilization of higher variation amplitudes and frequencies, which so far cannot be achieved by common milling and turning machines, will be analyzed due to serial simulations. Based on the simulation results, a theoretical model is derived, which describes the kinematics of chip thickness modulation leading to process stabilization with active SSV.
Simulation Model for Active and Passive Spindle Speed Variation
Since methods of semidiscretization can proof their calculation time efficiency mainly for high rotation speeds, simulation models for calculating process stability in High Performance Cutting (HPC) of steel materials have been implemented in time domain. Compared to methods of semidiscretization, simulation models in time domain can also be used to calculate both the effects of SSV for low (frozen time approach) and high variation amplitudes and frequencies within the same model approach [8] .
In previous research projects at the Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production Engineering (WZL RWTH Aachen) a software tool named PrimeCut has been developed for the simulation and assessment of the process stability in turning and cutting processes [4] . According to the conventional control loop of PMI ( Fig. 1) , the simulation models of the dynamic machine and process behavior have been implemented in the Mathlab/Simulink® program environment, which provides a comfortable design process of time domain models. Subsequently, the simulation models are compiled into a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) to enhance calculation time efficiency in c-based PrimeCut program code. Scope and accuracy of the simulation model are the most decisive parameters affecting the calculating time. For each stability chart presented below considering S3V, the Mathlab/Simulink® based simulation took 24 hours. The simulation due to Prime Cut reduces calculation time up to three hours on standard desktop computers.
For the calculation of the process behavior a bilinear force model (Eq. 1, Eq. 2) is used. The model considers the force components of chip removal as well as the components applied by the elastic deformation of the work piece material due to the plowing of the cutting edges. conventional loop system deformation, to section two, where chip removal causes the process forces depending on h lim1,2 . The process forces are also calculated for y-and z-direction additionally considering forces in feed direction. For each cutting edge j=1..z the applied forces are converted in the coordinate system of the machine using their angular position φ j .
The time dependent chip thickness h j (t) is exemplary calculated (Eq. 3) for an actual relative deflection x(t) in the point of chip removal and the profile on the work piece surface x(t-τ(t)) related to the previous cut. Due to SSV, the regenerative delay τ(t) is a time dependent function. a p is the actual cutting depth and f z is the feed per tooth respective the feed per revolution for turning. g j (t) is a screen function which is equal to 1 when the cutting edge j is engaged into the work piece. Otherwise it is equal to zero.
All parameters that characterize the contact conditions as well as the process forces between cutting edge and work piece were determined in experimental cutting tests. The simulation model describing the process dynamics in the PrimeCut simulation software is much more complex as it is presented by the given equations. For instance, more complex cutting edge geometries and engagement conditions as well as tool path geometries can be analyzed. For a turning process as it is subject of this paper, the presented model approach can be more simplified by setting the number cutting edges z = 1. Also, the angular position φ j can be neglected.
For the depiction of the dynamic behavior of the structure of the machine tool, Frequency Response Functions (FRF) determined in FEM and MKS simulations as well as in metrological investigations can be imported by the PrimeCut software tool. The corresponding FRFs in each direction of the machine coordinate system are fitted to a system of Z decoupled one mass oscillators, which are described by their characteristic parameters m mass, ω n natural frequency, D damping ratio and k static stiffness. These parameters are used to define a LTI-System (Long Time Invariant) representing a transfer function between process force application and relative deflection of the machine tool structure between tool center point and work piece.
Apart from the determined profile of active SSV, the dead time variation in process is also influenced by passive variation of spindle speed due to the application of process forces as well as inertia torques along the rotation axis of the main spindle system. To depict both influences on dead time variation, the conventional loop system of PMI has been extended by the transfer behavior of the spindle speed dynamics (Fig. 1, Fig. 2 ).
For each simulation step the process forces as well as the nominal rotation speed n n (t), which is determined by the profile of SSV, are used to calculate the actual load torque on the main spindle system. The transfer behavior of the spindle system, including the spindle controls and the power characteristics of the drive have to be mapped metrologically for each machine system. The result of the force respective torque balance on the spindle system is the actual rotation speed n a (t), which is the direct input parameter for the calculation of the actual regenerative delay τ(t). Further information on the realized simulation model of passive SSV are given in [5] . Fig.3 shows the simulation results of the passive SSV for a face-milling process in steel material (C45N). For the validation of the calculated spindle speed, the experimental data acquired in corresponding cutting tests are depicted. The nominal rotation speed in this exemplary test was set to n n (t) = n 0 = 750 rpm. The variation of process forces due to chip thickness modulation leads to an amplitude of passive SSV from Δn = 30 rpm, which corresponds to a percentage of 4% of the nominal rotation speed. 
*metrologically determined * Such deviations cannot be neglected in the simulation of process stability behavior considering SSV especially for cutting processes with high spindle speeds. Due to a constant chip thickness, the effect of passive SSV is obviously not as distinctive in stable turning processes as it is in HPC-milling. However, the effect of passive SSV becomes more decisive for unstable process conditions with high amplitudes of chatter vibration.
For the active SSV, several types of rotation speed profiles can be applied e.g., sinusoidal, saw-tooth or white noise signals. Due to the limited drive power, the actual spindle speed n a (t) cannot follow the determined nominal speed n n (t) for saw-tooth or white noise signals with high variation frequencies and amplitudes (passive SSV). Sinusoidal Spindle Speed Variations (S3V) can be applied to real main spindle systems with a more sufficient accuracy and up to higher frequency and amplitude limits. With regard to the experimental cutting tests the focus is only on S3V profiles within this paper. Compared to cutting processes with constant spindle speed the regenerative delay τ(t) is a time dependent value, which has to be calculated for each time step of process simulation. Neglecting the influence of passive SSV, the spindle speed is given by eq. 4, where f v is the frequency of SSV, Δn is the amplitude of SSV and n 0 the basic rotation speed of the cutting process. A n is the amplitude ratio of S3V (Eq. 5). considering the angular pitch of the cutting tool. From this point, the duration τ(t) is regressively estimated, which has gone by during the actually engaged cutting edge had reached this position before. Mathematically this approach is described in eq. 6, which can be analytically solved for S3V. If the passive SSV is also considered in process simulation, eq. 6 can only be solved numerically as it is realized in the PrimeCut simulation model.
Another aspect of PMI simulation is the assessment of process stability. Compared to a simulation model in frequency domain, further stability criterions have to be defined in time domain simulations. Within the PrimeCut simulation software, considering SSV a stability criterion was used that is based on the methods of Poincaré. The criterion had been improved taking into account the effects of beat frequencies in acceleration and force progression, which are caused by SSV. Thus, the assessment of process stability is not subject of this paper. Concerning this topic it is referred to the works of Brecher et.al. [4] .
Experimental Setup
In a first step, a longitudinal turning process, which provides simple tool engagement conditions, has been chosen to validate the simulation models for SSV. The dynamic behavior of the used lathe system has been modified by implementing a dynamic weak spot into the structure of the machine tool. The test bench shown in Fig. 5 emulates the dynamic behavior of a one mass oscillator, whose characteristics can be adjusted in a limited range and are dominant compared to the compliance of the machine. The x-and y-direction of the cutting edge are bound very stiff to the structure of the machine tool, whereas the z-direction (feed direction) is designed sensitive (1/K fR ≈ 1 μm/N) to chip thickness modulation. Elastomer elements ensure a sufficient process damping and restrict high vibration amplitudes when the process becomes unstable. For executing the cutting tests, the resonance frequency of the test bench was set to 115 Hz. Direct and cross FRFs at the cutting edge have been metrologically acquired and used as input data for the parameterization of the dynamic compliance in stability simulation. Based on the simulative predicted stability chart without SSV (Fig. 6 ), cutting tests have been performed in C45N. As the test bench is design very sensitive for the occurrence of chatter, regenerative vibrations occur with high amplitudes. Thus, the stability behavior can be acoustically and visually accessed. Also methods of FFT analysis are used observing the increase of 115 Hz vibration amplitude.. Experimentally determined stability limits correspond to the simulation results within an accuracy of 1 mm. Also, the expected chatter frequencies were depicted from the simulation of PMI as well as from experimental cutting tests. For a set of basic rotation speeds n 0 and critical cutting depths marked in Fig. 6 with the letters A to D, it was tried to improve process stability by using the method of S3V. In each point, serial cutting tests have been conducted including several combinations of variation amplitude A n and frequency f v . Synchron actions implemented in the program code of the machine have been used to realize the modulation of the rotation speed signal. By means of the rotation speed signal that has been metrologically acquired at the rotary encoder of the main spindle, it could be guaranteed that the drive power has been sufficient to achieve the predetermined profile of SSV. Fig. 7 shows the comparison between experimental and simulative acquired limits of cutting depth depending on the parameterization of S3V and for a basic rotation speed of n 0 = 1600 rpm (point B, Fig 6) . The simulative calculated stability limits as well as the shaped profile of the stability chart correspond to the results determined the in experimental cutting tests. Taking into account the calculation results of critical cutting depth for point A, C and D (Fig 8, Fig 9) which also match to the performance of experiments, it can be determined, that the presented simulation approach is valid for the assessment of process stability considering the influence of active and passive SSV. 
Improvement of Process Stability by active Spindle Speed Variation
As it can be seen in Fig. 7 the experimental cutting tests are restricted in frequency f v and amplitude A n of SSV, due to the limit of the main spindle drive power. Nevertheless, to derive a proceeding in parameterizing SSV and to point out its potential of improving the process stability, the presented simulation approach is used to estimate process stability also for higher variation frequencies and amplitudes. The impact of S3V is discussed on the simulation results for working point B, n 0 = 1600 rpm (Fig.7, right) . For process characteristics in this point, a significant impact of S3V on process stability can only be noticed, when exceeding Initially, a further enhancement of frequency and amplitude ratio leads to a continuous improvement of process stability, whereas the achievable limit of cutting depth is always affected by the combination of both parameters. Frequency and amplitude ratio differ in their impact on the achievable critical cutting depth which causes a shaped profile with local spots of higher or minor process stability on the determined stability chart. But it can be observed, that the amplitude ratio is the more effective parameter leading the impact of S3V on process stabilization [2] . The maximum limit of stable process performance, which can be achieved due to S3V for process characteristics in working point B (Fig. 6, Fig. 7) , is a cutting depth of 14 mm. This corresponds to a four times progression of the initial limit of cutting depth without SSV. Once the global maximum (A n = 0.5 and f v = 2.4 Hz) is obtained, the process stability intermediately decreases due to a further enhancement of variation frequency and amplitude ratio. However, subsequent local peak values of critical cutting depths can be achieved for higher values of variation frequency and amplitude ratio as it can distinctively be observed in working point A (Fig 8, black dotted lines) . The working points A and C (Fig. 6) are set similar to point B close to the overall, minimum critical cutting depth of the turning process without SSV, but differ in their basic rotation speed n 0 . Considering the associated simulation results of S3V (Fig. 8) , in these points of stability characteristics no deterioration of process stability can be observed for arbitrary sets of the parameters A n and f v . This remark corresponds to the research works of Otto [8] and Al-Regib [2] . However, the statement, that the improvement of process stability is independent from the parameterization of S3V as long as a sufficient variation amplitude and frequency is exceeded [1] , cannot be confirmed. The comparison between the simulation results (Fig. 8) indicates the impact of the basic rotation speed n 0 on the shaped profile of S3V stability charts. The profile not only varies in position on the stability chart as it can be seen comparing working point A and B, but also the characteristic shape can significantly be changed (C). Thus, suitable parameterizations of S3V achieving a local or global maximum of the critical cutting depth have to be individually calculated for each basic rotation speed.
Contrarily to the maximum critical cutting depth, which is mainly related to the amplitude ratio A n , the decisive parameter, for which the global maximum can be obtained for various n 0, is the variation frequency. For instance, in working point A the maximum critical depth of cut is achieved for a variation frequency of f v = 1.8 Hz, whereas f v has to be shifted to 2.4 Hz in order to achieve the best improvement on process stability in working point B. For the working points A, B and C it can also be seen (vertical, white dotted lines , Fig 8) , that a sufficient improvement on process stability requires a minimum variation frequency of approximately f v > 0.2 Hz. For the observed turning process this value is independent from the basic rotation speed n 0 . On the contrary, the value of the minimum amplitude ratio A n , which is leading to an enhancement of the stability behavior, increases with the rise of the basic rotation speed n 0 (horizontal, white dotted lines , Fig 8) .
At least the capability of process stabilization due to S3V depends on the individual stability characteristics in the basic working point. While point A has been set to the minimum critical depth of cut, working point D lies close to a peak value of process stability (Fig. 6) . The comparison of both simulatively determined S3V stability charts (Fig. 9) indicates, that the relative capability of S3V with regard to the improvement of process stability is worse for working points close to the peak value of a stability loops. The critical cutting depth can even drop below the basic limit without S3V. initiation of process stabilization by S3V Fig.9 . Improvement of process stability for high critical depths of cut As it has already been observed for working points A to C, also for process characteristics in point D minor values of variation frequency and amplitude ratio do not affect the stability behavior. Initially, a further increase of the amplitude ratio results in a descent of the critical cutting depth below the basic value without S3V. An improvement of the process stability can only be determined if the amplitude ration exceeds a value of A n > 0.3. For regions of the stability chart, which are positively affected by the amplitude ratio, the formation of global and local maxima depends on the associated variation frequency. Due to S3V the critical chip thickness is increased from 7 mm up to 11 mm, what unfortunately complies only with a multiple of 1,6. In the following paragraph, a theoretical approach is derived, which describes the influence of S3V frequency and amplitude ratio on the stability behavior of the cutting processes. The approach only depicts ranges of S3V frequencies, which apply to f v <<n 0 /60, so that the time dependent variation of the phase shift ε(t) between the inner and outer chip thickness modulation can be neglected for subsequent cuts. Fig. 10 visually describes the theoretical approach. For an preset basic rotation speed n 0 , a phase shift ε 0 between the inner and outer chip thickness modulation and a critical depth of cut exist, for which the stability limit of the process is reached. If the cutting depth is increased but the process should be further kept on stable, an improved phase shift ε crit has to be adapted to the process. Since the phase shift ε(t) only depends on the dead time τ(t) between two subsequent cuts for turning processes, only the actual spindle speed n a (t) has to be adapted to the behavior of process stability. This adaption can be realized by the use of S3V. But for too immoderate values of cutting depth, no ε crit may exist on the range of available rotation speeds, so that these unstable process conditions could not be stabilized by S3V.
In the following paragraph, the theoretical approach is focused on a single time step t of S3V. If the depth of cut has been increased to a value above the critical limit, the phase shift ε(t) has to fall below the minor critical phase shift ε crit to obtain a stable process behavior. This cannot be realized for the preset rotation speed n 0 respectively the constant phase shift ε 0 (Fig. 10, a) . When the basic rotation speed n 0 is overlaid with a deviation Δn(t) of S3V, ε 0 is reduced by a phase shift of Δε(t) to the actual value of ε(t). If the deviation Δn(t b ) of S3V is too low, the reduction of ε 0 is not sufficiently high enough, so that ε(t b )>ε crit and the process will not be stabilized (Fig. 10, b) . Otherwise, if the deviation Δn(t c ) is sufficiently high enough (Fig. 10, c) , ε(t c ) falls below ε crit and the process behavior is stable. Within the last case (Fig. 10, d ) the amplitude ratio Δn(t d ) of S3V has to be set to such high values, that the phase shift Δε(t d ) skips one of the vibration periods on the work piece surface. The analytical meaning corresponds to a shift of ε crit about a 2π period. Based on the previous time-discrete approach describing the impact of the phase shift Δε(t) on process stability, the theory is expanded considering a time dependent rotation speed behavior n a (t) (Fig. 11) . The theoretical approach is matched with the simulation results for working points A (Fig. 8) and D (Fig. 9 ) of the exemplarily observed turning process. For the basic rotation speed n 0 in working point A the cutting depth is increased, so that the process behavior becomes unstable. Due to a S3V with the amplitude ratio A n,1a the process behavior should be stabilized. But the amplitude ratio in (Point 1a, Fig. 11 and Fig. 8 ) is too low, so that no stable cutting conditions can be achieved during a single cycle of spindle speed variation. When the amplitude ratio is increased (point 1b), both stable (s) and unstable (u) ranges of process stability are temporarily passed by the rotation speed of the spindle. Depending on the proportion between stable and unstable ranges, the proceeding of the overall process stability for n 0 is affected. The proportion can be influenced both by the variation of cutting depth as well as by the adjustment of the amplitude ratio A n . The first case describes the determination of the critical cutting depth, which can be achieved by the actual parameterization of S3V. In the second case, the optimal S3V parameterization is deduced, for which the preset critical cutting depth can be realized (point 2)under stable process conditions. If the preset amplitude ratio in point 2 is increased further on, the cycle of S3V passes the next following stability loop (point 3).
For the pass through the proportion of stable and unstable process behavior changes once again. Thus, a minor increase of A n,2 initially leads to a deterioration of process stability. Once the amplitude ratio is sufficiently high enough and the pass through is exceeded a repeated increase of cutting depth can be observed. As a consequence, the stability charts considering S3V (Fig. 7,  Fig. 8, Fig. 9 ) can show various global and local maxima of achievable cutting depth on their profile alongside the axis of amplitude ratio (black indication, Fig. 8) .
As mentioned before, the achievable improvement of process stability due to S3V also depends on the basic rotation speed n 0 as well as on the associated critical cutting depth. For working point D low (point 4a) and very high amplitude ratios (point 4b) achieve only a moderate improvement of process stability. Since working point D is located on the outer rim of the stability loop close to the peak value, a slight increase of the amplitude ratios directly has a negative influence on cycle proportions with a stable process behavior. For high basic cutting depths only rare ranges of rotation speed exists, which ensure a stable process behavior. Thus, only narrow parameterizations of S3V leads to an improvement of process stability. The associated cutting depths are always close to the peak value of the stability loop, so that a conspicuous increase of the stability limit cannot be obtained.
Until now the presented theoretical approach only depicts the impact of basic rotation speed and amplitude ratio of S3V. The variation frequency f v is not considered in the approach, but is subject of actual research works. However, it is assumed that for low variation frequencies (f v <<n 0 /60) a relation between the achievable damping ratio of the process and machine structure and the proportion of stable and unstable ranges of process behavior is the key fact for the overall process behavior.
Conclusions
The variation of the main spindle speed is a commonly used method to improve the process stability in milling and turning processes. The method bases on the variation of the dead time behavior between subsequent cuts, disturbing the effect of regenerative chip thickness modulation. Due to the lack of analytical strategies for the parameterization of the rotation speed variation, this method is not significantly used in industrial production processes so far.
For the simulative depiction of process stability both the passive and active spindle speed variation have to be taken into account. In this paper, a simulation model of process machine interaction in time domain is presented considering the effects of spindle speed variation in turning and milling processes. For a turning process in C45N the implemented simulation model has been validated by experimental cutting tests.
Due to serial cutting tests and simulations, for several parameterizations of spindle speed variation conclusions have been drawn, how to achieve a maximal improvement of process stability. Even though no analytical equation has been developed, the derived theoretical approach can be used for a strategic parameterization of spindle speed variation. Based on the presented simulation methods, the improvement in process stability can be tested before the parameterization is applied to a real machine tool system.
